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Samsung EF-ZA356 mobile phone case 16.8 cm (6.6") Wallet case
Black

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-ZA356CBEGWW

Product name : EF-ZA356

- Case with flip cover, internal card slot and smart interactive notification window
Smart View Wallet Case for Galaxy A35

Samsung EF-ZA356 mobile phone case 16.8 cm (6.6") Wallet case Black:

Get it at a glance
Premium in looks and function. The Smart View Wallet keeps a small display window at the corner of
your screen so that you can access your device without opening the cover. Available in Black, White or
Lavender, the Smart View Wallet protects in style.

Just simple taps will do
Even when the Smart View Wallet Case is closed, you can tap the display window to perform basic
functions like answering the phone or pausing the music.

Keep your card handy
With the Smart View Wallet Case, you can conveniently carry your ID or another preferred card close
with you at all times.
Samsung EF-ZA356. Case type: Wallet case, Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: Galaxy A35,
Maximum screen size: 16.8 cm (6.6"), Surface coloration: Monochromatic, Product colour: Black

Features

Maximum screen size * 16.8 cm (6.6")
Pattern No pattern
Compatibility * Galaxy A35
Case type * Wallet case
Product colour * Black
Surface coloration Monochromatic
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Card pocket

Features

Built-in interactive window

Weight & dimensions

Width 83.1 mm
Depth 14.4 mm
Height 165.4 mm
Weight 73 g

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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